Saza no Shizuku (“A Dewdrop on a Bamboo Leaf”)

Translated by Jan Stewart

This is a translation of a book by Mr. Takasuke Oe, entitled “A Dewdrop on a Bamboo Leaf,” written in for the Centenary Commemoration of the passing of Abbess Superior Shokei, of Domyoji Temple in Kyoto. It covers topics such as Domyoji Before Meiji, Social Conditions and the Buddhist World, Separation of Buddhism and Shintoism in Domyoji, The Kashuji Clan, Genealogy of Kanjuji, Shoujuin Shokei (the daughter of Kanjuji Tsunetada), the Diary (and the Actual Diary), and an Abridged Chronological Record of Domyoji.

This translation was published by Columbia University.